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WARNING! THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED. 

This appliance must be connected by a competent person, using fixed wiring 
via a DOUBLE POLE SWITCHED FUSED SPUR OUTLET. 

We recommend that the appliance is connected by a qualified electrician, who 
is a member. of the N.I.C.E I C. and who will comply with the I.E. E. and local 
regulations. 
The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following 
code: 
Green & Yellow= Earth, Blue= Neutral, Brown= Live. 

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead for the appliance, may not corre-
spond with the coloured markings identifying the terminals in your spur box, 
proceed as follows: 

1) The wire which is coloured green and yellow must be connected to the ter-
minal marked E (Earh) -:-- or coloured Green. 

2) The wire which is coloured blue must be connected to the terminal marked 
N (Neutral), or coloured Black. 

3) The wire which is coloured brown must be connected to the terminal 
marked L (Live), or coloured Red. 
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Fig. 3 USE A 3 AMP FUSE 
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V E N T L A T 0 N 
All rooms require an openable window or equivalent, while some rooms require a 
permanent vent in addition to an openable window. 
This unit must not be used in a room with less than 6 ms. 
Room Volume 
6m3 to 9m3 
9 ms to 11 ms 
Greaterthan 11 ms 
A room 6 m3 to 11 m3 with a door 
opening to the outside 

Air vent necessary (effective area) 
65cm2 
35 cm2 
No air vent necessary 

No air vent necessary 

The above requirements allow also for use of a gas oven and grill but if there are 
other fuel burning appliances in the same room BS 5440:1976 should be consulted to 
determine the necessary air vent requirements. 
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Fig. 4 
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BURNERS 
1. Auxiliary burner 
2. Rapid burner (R1) 
3. Semi-rapid burner (SR) 
4. Rapid burner (R2) 

CONTROL PANEL 
5. Burner 1 (A) control knob 
6. Burner 2 (R1) control knob 
7. Burner 3 (SR) control knob 
8. Burner 4 (R2) control knob 
9. Electrical ignition push button 
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-Check that the electricity is switched on to allow automatic ignition. If you suspect a power 
cut, check other electrical appliances. 

- Make sure that all controls are turned to zero. 
-The gas flow to the burner is controlled by a knob operating on a safety tap. You control the 

flow by turning the knob indicator to line up with the following symbols: 

symbol • :Off 

symbol :Maximum 

symbol t/J :Minimum 

-To ignite automatically, simply push the required knob down and turn it to maximum, then 
press ignition continuously until the burner lights. 
When the flame is lit, you can control the temperature by the knob. 

-To switch off, turn the knob clockwise until you hear the safety click. 
- Note that, if you are using a burner at the minimum setting, you turn the knob clockwise past 

the maximum setting before reaching the off position. 

c 0 0 K N G H N T 
The burners are different sizes, and can be used in different ways. 
The largest can be used for boiling, to seal meat and for all foods that are cooked quickly, 
whilst the smallest can be used for stews and sauces. 
Always ensure that you use the correct size of saucepan. 
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Homark gas hobs are easy to clean. For fast boiling, make sure the flame just reaches the 
edge of the pan. Do not have flames coming up the outside of the pan, you are only losing heat 
and the contents of the pan will, in fact, take longer to boil. 

Fig. 5 
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GAS HOB SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 

This appliance should be fitted by a competent installer. 
The installation must comply with Gas Safety Regulations 1972 and the relevant 
codes of practice. 

This appliance is predisposed and adjusted to operate with Natural Gas - 20 
mbar. 

@§) Cat: I 2H 

BURNERS Nominal Reduced Natural Gas - 20 mbar 
input input By-pass [kW] [kW] [1/100 mm] 0 injector 

Auxiliary (A) 1,00 0,32 40* 65* 
Semi-rapid (SR) 1,60 0,39 43* 85* 
Rapid (R2) 2,40 0,58 55* 110* 
Rapid (R1) 3,05 0,67 60* .15* 

*=Injector brand 
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ELECTRIC HOB SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 
Important WARNING! THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED. 

Your hob must be installed by a qualified electrician in line with all electrical and installation 
requirements published by the Institute of Electrical Engineers. 
A double pole switch must be provided no further than 2 metres from the appliance to the 
electrical supply. All supply current and earth conductors must be able to withstand an ambient 
temperature of 75°C. 

The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code: 
GREEN AND YELLOW - EARTH 

BLUE - NEUTRAL 
BROWN - LIVE 

As the colours in the wires in the mains lead of this appliance may not correspond with the 
coloured markings identifying the terminals in the plug, proceed as follows: 
The wire which is coloured GREEN AND YELLOW must be connected to the terminal in 
the plug which is marked with the letter "E" or by the earth symbol -=?or coloured GREEN 
AND YELLOW. 

The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal which is marked with 
the letter "N" or coloured BLACK. 

The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal which is marked 
with the letter "L" or coloured RED. 

If you are using the hob for the first time, or after a period of disuse, you should set the controls 
to position 1 for approximately 30 seconds, to dry out any humidity. 

Colour of wire Socket markings 

Brown L or Brown or + or Red 

Blue N or Brown or- or Black 

Green and Yellow E or Green or -4" or Green and Yellow 

HOW TO USE YOUR ELECTRIC HOB 
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Fig. 6 2 

ELECTRIC PLATES CONTROL PANEL 
1. Normal plate 0 145 mm 5. Plate 1 control knob 
2. Normal plate 0 180 mm 6. Plate 2 control knob 
3. Normal plate 0145 mm 7. Plate 3 control knob 
4. Normal plate 0 180 mm 8. Plate 4 control knob 

9. Indicator lamp 

1. Check that the electricity is switched on. If you suspect a power cut, check other 
electrical appliances. 

2. Make sure that all the controls are turned to zero. 
3. Before using the hob for the first time, switch the hotplates on at the highest setting for 

30 seconds without any pans on top. 
4. Turn the knob for the ring you require. The element will become hotter as you select a 

higher number. A little practice will help you to estimate the setting required for different 
purposes. 

5. Always use a flat bottomed saucepan which has a base as similar to the diameter of 
the hotplate as possible. Ensure that the bottom of the pan you are using is dry. 

6. Never switch the hotplate on without any pans on top except before using the hob for 
the first time. 
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c 0 0 K N G H N T s 
Be careful not to place any wet or steamed up lids on an unused hotplate, as this will lead to 
rust. 
Pans should have a flat base to be effective. Check the base of the pan with a ruler, they 
should be either the same size or larger than the hotplate. 
The plates with a red dot in the middle heat up 30% quicker than those without. 
Hotplates are made of cast iron and though durable, will rust if moisture is left on them 
regularly. Do not place wet lids from other pans onto an unused hotplate. From time to time, 
apply a thin coat of a special hob cleaner. 
Do not recommend the use of decorative covers over the hotplates as these hold condesation 
and could be dangerous if the hob was accidentally turned on. 

The table below shows recommended heat settings for cooking different types of food with the 
electric hob: 

HEAT POSITION DESCRIPTION RECOMMENDED COOKING 
1 Very Gentle To keep food warm 
2 Gentle Stews, cream sauce 
3 Slow Frozen food, boiling water 
4 Medium Boiling potatoes, soup, vegetables, fish 
5 High Large stews, omelettes 
6 Fast Steaks, escalops, frying 

Using pans with tight fitting lids when cooking reduces cooking time and saves energy. 
On electric hobs, turn the heat off a short time before you finish cooking, and the residual heat 
from the hotplate will finish the cooking for you. 
Never have handles overhanging the worktop -they can easily be caught and overbalance; 
similarly, never have handles overlapping other hotplates that are in use. 
Its always worthwhile buying good pans - many now have a 25 year guarantee - for the best 
results from your hobs. 
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HOW TO INSTALL YOUR HOB 
The hob requires a space in the kitchen work surface as shown in diagram (fig 1 ). 

Size of hob 
Width 
Depth 

580 mm 
500 mm 

Size of aperture necessary, to fit hob 
Width 560 mm 
Depth 480 .mm 

NOTE that the hob should be positioned 50 mm from rear of kitchen worktop and 100 mm 
from any vertical surface at the sides of the hob eg. wall unit. A partition between the base 
of the hob and the cupboard below should be fitted 1 00 mm below the worktop if the 
cupboard is to be used for storage. Never place perishable foods in the cupboard below 
the hob. 

ASSEMBLY OF THE FIXING TONGUES 
The cooking hob is supplied with a set of 
tongues and screws for the fixing into 
furniture cabinets with a worktop from 2 to 4 
em deep. Overturn the cooking hob and 
mount the tongues "A" in their housings, 
fixing the screws "B" of some turns only. Be 
careful to correctly place the tongues as 
shown in the side figure. 

INSTALLATION OF THE COOKING HOB 
- Spread out the gasket "C" over the worktop 

at the edge of the aperture, taking care to 
superimpose the mastic at the comers; 

- Slot in the cooking hob into the aperture of 
the cabinet and set it correctly; 

- Adjust the tongues "A" and tight the screws 
"B" until the cooking hob is firmly secured. 

- Using a sharp tool, cut the portion of gasket 
coming out from the cooking hob. Fig.2 
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c 0 N T E N T s 
- How to install your hob Page 3 
- How to use your: 
- gas hob Page 7 
- electric hob Page 9 
- Cooking Hints 
-gas hob Page 8 
- electric hob Page 10 
- If you have a problem with your hob Page 11 

POSITIONING THE HOB 
If you are placing a cooker hood above this hob, you should ensure that the hood is 
placed a minimum of 700 mm above an electric hob and a minimum of 800 mm above a 
gas hob. This is to prevent the heat generated causing a fire (a minimum of 727 mm is 
possible if your kitchen furniture cannot accommodate a height of 800 mm). 
If you are placing a kitchen cabinet above the hob you should place it a minimum of 
900mm above the hob. 

UNPACKING 
Be careful on unpacking not to lose or mishandle any parts. 

T E C H N C A L D E T A L S 
ELECTRIC HOB 
Total absorbed power 5000W 
Normal plate 180 mm 1500W 
Normal plate 145 mm 1000W 
Voltage 230 V - Single phase 

GAS HOB 
Total absorbed power 8.05 kW 
Rapid burner (1 ) 3.05 kW 
Rapid burner (2) 2.40 kW 
Semi rapid burner 1.60 kW 
Auxiliary burner 1.00 kW 

2 Voltage 230V 

CLEANING Y 0 U R H 0 B 
The unit has an enamelled finish, so you should use a non-abrasive cleaner. 
An abrasive cleaner will scratch the surface and could erase the control markings. 

Deposits of fat on the electric hotplates can be removed by turning on the hob for a while. The 
fat will dry out, and can be brushed off when the plate is cool. 

Remember to let the hob cool down before you clean it. 

USING THE CORRECT UTENSILS 
To ensure efficient use, and for your safety make sure that: 
- Pans and saucepans have thick flat bottoms. 
-Always make sure that the bottom of the pan you are using is dry. 

IF Y 0 U 
HOB 
CHECK: 

HAVE A PROBLEM 

1. That the power is switched on (is there a power cut?) 
2. That the controls are switched on. 
3. The fuse in the plug and the mains fuse. 

WITH 
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